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This study focuses on the uses of logical indicators in the
argumentative compositions. Using a list of rogicar indicators (both premise
and conclusion), the writer anaryzed 30 argumentative compositioni of the
students of the English Department of widya Mandala Suiabaya catholicUniversity ofthe academic year of200l/ 2002 and found:
l. l3 logical indicators, consisting of6 premise indicators (because,
firstly, secondly, the third reason is, the last is, for) and 7 conclusion
indicators (so, as a result, hence, therefore, for this reason, which
shows that, that is why).
2. The logical indicator used the most is becaus e (49, glo/o).
3. The logical indicator used the least is hence (0,41(6).
4. The premise indicator used the most is Decaas e (66. g5%1.
5. The premise indicator used the least is/or (1, 09,,o)
6. The conclusion i dicator used the rnori i , .ro (76, I g%).
7. The conclusion indicator used the least is hence (1 , 5g%).
In line with these findings, the writer would like to suggest that:
l. The teachers of Argumentative writing teach their students various
types of logical indicators and how to use them in shaping their
arguments.
2. The students of the English Department who are taking writ ing III(previously Writing D) be more active in doing a lo1 of writing
practices given by the respective teachers and read a lot o1
argumentative texts to see how professional writers shape their
arguments using various logical indicators. By so doing. they wil l
automatically learn and know how to vary their logicar inditators
when writ ing an argumentative essay.
3. Students of the English Department taking thesis do researches on
the same topic with more data and better analysis techniques to see
whether it is true that the students of E,FL, in this case, those takins
Writing III, only master and use such as a l im ited loeical indicator;
in shaping their arguments and why
v l l
